
 UC Application: 

This workshop provides an overview of how to

complete the University of California (UC)

application. There will be a focus on the sections

that cause the most confusion.

Workshop Descriptions

CSU Application:

We provide a step-by-step demonstrations of how

to complete the California State University (CSU)

application. Special emphasis is placed on the

parts that provide essential opportunities or cause

the most confusion . 



 UC TAG: 

University of California (UC) offers guarantee admission

to California community college students to the

following 6 UC campuses: UC Davis, UC Irvine, UC

Merced, UC Riverside, UC Santa Barbara, and UC

Santa Cruz. Find out more about the TAG program and

get an overview of the TAG application!

Workshop Descriptions

Personal Insight Questions (PIQ) and Essay
Essays are a required element of the UC

application. The essays are used not just for

admissions but also for scholarship consideration as

well in many cases. You'll find out all you need to

know about what the universities are looking for and

how to avoid common mistakes.



Workshop Descriptions

Transfer 101: 

Transferring to a university is a process that involves much

more than just filling out an application. Researching and

choosing the right school involves a lot of questions: What

are the different types of schools out there, and what are

the pros and cons of each? What questions should I consider

when looking at a particular univeristy? Our Transfer 101

workshop addresses these questions and more, and is

perfect for students who are just starting the transfer

process...or don't know quite where to start!

Lab Time: 

Have some questions on your UC/CSU application

you are not sure how to answer? Get your

application questions answered! Drop in anytime

between lab time to receive assistance! 



Workshop Descriptions
Get Ready, Set, Apply!: 

Learn more about the transfer admissions process,

where to apply, important dates and deadlines, the

transfer timeline, transfer guarantee programs, and

more.


